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WELCOME TO JS101
Job Search Training

Skills, Knowledge, and Information 
for the Modern Job Seeker

Based on the 7 Elements of Job 
Search:

• Understand the Modern Job Search
• Personalize Your Plan
• Develop Your Tools
• Get the Word Out
• Market Yourself
• Ace the Interview
• Accept the Offer

JS101:  Element 3

Develop Your Tools
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Topic:  LinkedIn

9 Quick Tips for LinkedIn

WHY IS LINKEDIN IMPORTANT?

• 95% of recruiters used LinkedIn for sourcing 
and vetting.

• 85% of Hiring Managers and Decision Makers 
will review your Profile before scheduling a 
face-to-face interview.

Your LinkedIn Profile is probably your most 
important job search tool.

A QUICK “DISCLAIMER”!
• Nothing presented herein is meant to take away from a 

more detailed and thorough explanation of the “Tips” 
listed in this section presented in the Thursday LinkedIn 
class.  

• Due to time limitations, the following Tips are 
presented only as an overview of some LinkedIn 
considerations that should be reviewed as part of your 
LinkedIn strategy.  

• If you have questions, come to the Thursday class!
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TIP NO. ONE:  
Your Profile Must Include a Picture

1. It doesn’t necessarily have to be professionally 
taken, but it does need to have a professional 
appearance.

• A smile is nice!
• Good lighting helps.
• “Professional” attire is appropriate.  
• Remember, this is not Facebook – nothing “silly”

TIP NO. TWO:
Use First Person Pronouns in Your About Section

2.   Your About/Summary section should be 
written using “I, me, and mine” – not “he/she, 
him/her, or his/hers”.

Your resume is written third person, often with an 
“assumed subject”.  Bottom line – make your 
LinkedIn About section read like you speak, i.e. 
you are telling a story.  Show enthusiasm!

TIP NO. THREE:
Put #ONO in Your Headline

3.   Adding #ONO – Open to New Opportunities –
makes your Profile more “findable” in searches for 
anyone searching for active job seekers.

And, that’s a good thing.  Don’t make employers 
guess as to whether or not you are available.
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TIP NO. FOUR:
Use Your Keywords Wherever Possible 

4.   Employers will search LinkedIn using Keywords 
and Keyword Phrases.  

Sprinkle Keywords throughout your Profile –
Headline, About, Experience and Skills.  Unless 
there is a Keyword match between your Profile 
and the search words used by employers, you are 
not likely to be found.

TIP NO. FIVE:
Include Your Contact Information

5. Add your contact information – email and 
phone number – to your About section.

Make it easy to be contacted without requiring 
someone to use an Inmail to communicate.

TIP NO. SIX:
Have a Current Job Title

6.   In your Experience section, you need to have a 
current job title because searches are typically 
limited to current jobs.

For the current company, you can input “open to 
new opportunities” or “in transition”.  Use your 
Target Job Title.
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TIP NO. SEVEN:
Turn On Your “Open to New Opportunities Button”

7.  Turning this button on will flag your profile as 
ONO to Hiring Managers and Decision Makers.

Again, it is generally preferable to make it clear 
that you are an “active” job seeker, not “passive”.

TIP NO. EIGHT:
Get a Custom URL

8.   LinkedIn automatically gives you a long, 
complicated URL.  Customize and shorten!

It’s simple enough to shorten.  Do it, and use it 
everywhere – your business card, your cover 
letters, your Introductory Emails, your resume, 
and in LinkedIn.

TIP NO. NINE:  
Start the Process of Expanding Your Network

9.   Review the “People You May Know” feature daily.
Invite people you know or people you “kind of 
know” to connect – a personalized invitation is best.

• Also, connect with previous coworkers, vendors, etc.
• Add friends, family, neighbors, service providers, etc.
• Think anybody and everybody who may possibly 

connect with you.  You never know who they know.
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TIP NO. TEN:
Get LinkedIn Premium

10.  The extra features are worth it – at least in our 
opinion.  Sometimes, it pays to “invest” in your job 
search.

• You can get a month free.
• You will rank higher in searches with Premium
• You can see your Profile views for longer in Premium.
• You can see info about your competition in 

responding to job postings.

REMEMBER:

a. Your resume tells about your past.

b. Your LinkedIn profile tells about your present and future.

c. Your profile “brings you to life.”

Conclusion:  Make sure it tells a compelling story and 
makes the reader want to know more!


